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PLEASE CHECK AGAINST DELIVERY
The Secretary General,

The President of the General Assembly,
Excellencies,

Ladies and Gentlemen

it is an honour to represent His Excellency President Taneti Maamau, the newly

elected President of Kiribati at this historical occasion. At the outset, I wish to
convey the greetings of the President, the Government and the people of Kiribati
on whose behalf I am pleased to be here, and in saying - Kam na Mauri!- meaning

may you all be blessed.

The adoption of the Paris Agreement in December last year and the signing today
are truly historic moments for humanity and we from Kiribati, like all other loyal
citizens of this planet, are proud to be part of this historic signing ceremony with
all its underlining symbols of hope and optimism for a more loving, caring and just
world for all. So, before we pat ourselves on the back, we need to remind

ourselves that the signing today is only the very first step.

In order for the agreement to come into force it must first be ratified by 55
parties who make up 55 % of emissions. Kiribati will ratify the Agreement as soon
as our new government has settled down and completed internal procedures

including its nationally determined contribution (NDC) towards a greener and
cleaner planet. While our ratification will contribute to the 55 parties required,
we have insignificant emissions to add to the necessary 55% of total emissions
required.

We therefore call upon major emitters to not only sign and ratify the agreement
as early as possible, but to also cut their carbon emissions in order to reduce

global temperature rise down to the agreed 1.5 degree target by 2020.

Mr. Chairman, Kiribati, barely 3 meters above sea and a well known "poster child"

of climate change, is one of the few front line victims of climate change that has
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suffered much loss and damage from the devastating forces or effects of climate
change which has over the past few decades made life for us more and more
difficult and has frustrated the efforts of successive governments to alleviate
poverty and to build a viable and sustainable economy for their people.

So it is indeed encouraging to witness the entire human family come together
again and again to re-affirm its resolve to design man made solutions for such

climate induced disasters. We therefore cannot wait for the Paris Agreement to
come into force. This great family of Nations must urgently address these
existential and survival issues and at the same time support our nation building
efforts in the face of climate change.

It is therefore imperative that nations that are responsible for climate change
willingly provide sufficient money in the Green Climate Fund and that the fund is
readily available for the needs of front line victim nations such as Kiribati. Only
then can the Paris Agreement have any real meaning for people who are suffering

and for nations who are lacking behind because of climate change. In the absence
of this victim centered approach, the Agreement may end up being good only for
the research scientists, consultants, corporations, implementing agencies and the

political leaders working behind the agreement.

Mr. Chairman, the 2030 Sustainable Development Agenda is based on the
premise that no one is left behind. The real test of this is, as it were, in the eating
of the pudding which means that countries and people like Kiribati, and
elsewhere around the globe who are front line victims of such human made
disasters as climate change, political upheavals, to name but a few are not left
behind. In other words, the Agenda must at the end of 2030 transform all the
have not, the uncared for and the unloved people of the world into the haves, the

cared for and the loved.

i conclude by challenging the United Nations and its membership, the private
sector including philanthropy, civil society and those with the capacity and ability
to lend a hand, to work with those in the greatest need of assistance to craft
sturdy seafaring canoes to ensure "we all rise above the rising tides" of climate

change.



Te Mauri Te Raoi ao Te Tabomoa...meaning Health, Peace and Prosperity be with

us all.

I thank you.
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